Book READING
recommendations
AGENCY
for English language
ESOL BOOKLIST
learners in prison

Introduction
This booklist contains recommendations for books that we hope those learning English as a second
or additional language in prison will enjoy. The list contains guidance on level (Entry 1 to Level 1),
cost, supplier, a short summary of the theme or story, support materials available and notes on
other aspects such as suitability for particular groups. We have also indicated where a book is one
of a series or where similar titles are available.
Our booklist aims to achieve a balance of:
titles for each level;
genres and titles popular with a range of prisoners;
fiction and non-fiction, including graphic novels;
cultural diversity.
We have also taken into account:
affordability;
visual appeal, eg cover, illustrations, clear print;
adult appeal.
We have used information gained from discussion with prisoners attending ESOL classes as well
with ESOL tutors, librarians and managers. We were pleased to find some highly engaging reading
material produced by ESOL learners themselves. Biographical examples might reflect events
experienced by the learners. These, as well as the more creative stories and poems, might inspire
readers in prison to produce texts of their own.
Readers may prefer to choose books that are one level lower than their actual reading level so
that difficulties with language do not impede the flow and enjoyment. For more information on
using readers with ESOL learners see the Resources page for Reading Ahead at
www.readingagency.org.uk
Jenny Roden and Celine Castelino, NATECLA (National Association for Teaching English and
Community Languages to Adults)
October 2017
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Level
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No more cake!

Learning Unlimited

E1

In a pair with ‘What’s wrong with me?’ – see below

£4.95 or discounts available
for multiple copies

Theme: health Issues, diabetes
Illustrations

Information, sample pages
and order form at
http://www.learningunlimit
ed.co/resources/acereaders

Don’t worry I’ll help
you!

Learning Unlimited

Teaching resources at
http://www.learningunlimited.co/resources/acereaders
including sentence worksheet and matching activity

E1

£4.95 or discounts available
for multiple copies

In a pair with ‘She’s got the X factor!’ – see below
Themes: joining a craft class, helping each other
Illustrations

Information, sample pages
and order form at
http://www.learningunlimit
ed.co/resources/acereaders

Be careful what you
say!

Learning Unlimited

Teaching resources at
http://www.learningunlimited.co/resources/acereaders

E1

£4.95 or discounts available
for multiple copies

In a pair with ‘Mind your language!’ – see below
Theme: differences and similarities between people
Illustrations

Information, sample pages
and order form at
http://www.learningunlimit
ed.co/resources/acereaders

Halima’s first ESOL
class

Learning Unlimited
£4.95 or discounts available
for multiple copies
Information, sample pages
and order form at
http://www.learningunlimit
ed.co/resources/acereaders

Teaching resources at
http://www.learningunlimited.co/resources/acereaders
including ‘Where you can buy’ activity

E1

Student writing. In a pair with ‘Sorry I don’t speak English’ –
see below
Themes: lack of confidence and finding a friend
Illustrations
Teaching resources at
http://www.learningunlimited.co/resources/acereaders
including a puzzle
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Good Neighbours by
Marta Paluch

New East Enders series
published by Gatehouse
Books

E1

Student writing
Theme: descriptions of family members

9781842310915

Illustrations

£4.95

Tutor resources for series available on CDRom

www.gatehousebooks.co.uk

Mehdi’s story Julia
Pallier

Gatehouse Books

E1

Fiction

9781842310298

Themes: refugee journey, deceit

£4.95

A young man flees his native Afghanistan in the back of a
truck, in search of safety in Canada. Tricked by the very
people he hoped would save him, Mehdi embarks on a new
life in England.

www.gatehousebooks.co.uk

Tutor resources available on CDRom

What’s wrong with
me?

Learning Unlimited

E2

£4.95 or discounts available
for multiple copies

In a pair with ‘No more cake!’ – see above
Theme: health Issues, diabetes
Illustrations

Information, sample pages
and order form at
http://www.learningunlimit
ed.co/resources/acereaders

She’s got the X factor!

Learning Unlimited
£4.95 or discounts available
for multiple copies
Information, sample pages
and order form at
http://www.learningunlimit
ed.co/resources/acereaders

Teaching resources at
http://www.learningunlimited.co/resources/acereaders
including sentence worksheet and matching activity

E2

In a pair with ‘Don’t worry I’ll help you!’ – see above
Themes: Joining a craft class; helping each other
Illustrations
Teaching resources at
http://www.learningunlimited.co/resources/acereaders
including activity with adjectives and star activity
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Mind your Language!
by Enuma Madu

Learning Unlimited

E2

In a pair with ‘Be careful what you say!’ – see above
Theme: differences and similarities between people

£4.95 or discounts available
for multiple copies

Illustrations

Information, sample pages
and order form at
http://www.learningunlimit
ed.co/resources/acereaders

Sorry I don’t speak
English

Henry VIII

Learning Unlimited

Teaching resources at
http://www.learningunlimited.co/resources/acereaders
including a ‘Where can you buy’ activity

E2

In a pair with ‘Halima’s first ESOL class’ – see above

£4.95 or discounts available
for multiple copies

Theme: lack of confidence in speaking English and finding a
friend

Information, sample pages
and order form at
http://www.learningunlimit
ed.co/resources/acereaders

Illustrations

Merton Home Tutoring
Scheme

Teaching resources at
http://www.learningunlimited.co/resources/acereaders
including a puzzle

E2

Non-fiction
Theme: history, religion

£3
Story of Henry VIII and his wives
http://www.mhts.org.uk/
Illustrations
Includes grammar exercise, comprehension questions and
word list

Hollywood by Janet
Hardy-Gould

Oxford Bookworms

E2

Non-fiction

9780194236713

Theme: dreams and aspirations

https://elt.oup.com

Hollywood - nine big white letters against the Hollywood
Hills. Every year millions of people come from all over the
world and look up at this famous sign. Why do they come?

£8.51

Illustrations, photos and diagrams support comprehension
Activities to build language skills and check understanding
Glossary, audio CD and free editable tests available
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Ten Long Years by
Alan Battersby

Cambridge English Readers

E2

Fiction

9781107621787

Themes: crime, friendship

http://www.cambridge.org/
gb/cambridgeenglish/catalo
g/skills/cambridge-englishreaders

New York private investigator Nat Marley meets a stranger
celebrating his release from a ten-year prison sentence. The
man wants to trace an old friend and reclaim the money
the friend is holding for him. Finding the 'friend' is quite
easy; getting hold of the money is quite another matter.
Audio CD available

£6.85

Respect by Michaela
Morgan

Barrington Stoke

E2

Biography

9781781124260

Themes: care home; football, World War One, racism

www.barringtonstoke.co.uk

Illustrations

£6.99

The story of Walter Tull, first UK black professional
footballer and officer in World War One.
Written for a teenage audience so some adults might find
the style a bit off-putting.

So Many Things I
Could Have Written
by Asha Mohamed

Our Lives series

E2

Non-fiction

9780956593832

Themes: biography, refugees, overcoming obstacles

£3.00

Asha grew up in Somalia. She was a businesswoman and a
member of an opposition group. She fled as a refugee to
England and made a new life for herself and her children.

www.ourlivespress.co.uk

Activities on ESOL Nexus website at
https://esol.britishcouncil.org/ including matching,
comprehension, gap-fill Audio available
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Fans by Niall Griffiths

Diffusion Books

E2/3

Fiction

9781908713131

Themes: sport, family

£4.99 or free for prisons
www.diffusionbooks.org.uk

Taking your son to a match is great. But what if the crowd
turns ugly?
Questions at the end of each chapter

One Shot by Lena
Semaan

Diffusion Books

E2/3

9781908713049

Fiction
Themes: sport; childhood trauma, violence against women,
self-control

£4.99 or free for prisons
www.diffusionbooks.org.uk

Now a successful boxer Dan is still haunted by childhood
memories of his father beating up his mother before
abandoning them. Bent on revenge, he tracks his father
down….
Questions at the end of each chapter

Snake by Matt
Dickinson

Diffusion Books

E2/3

Fiction

9781908713124

Themes: being bullied into crime, conscience

£4.99 or free for prisons
www.diffusionbooks.org.uk

Liam loves visiting the local pet shop and is desperate to
have his own snake. One day the owner of the shop,
disappears. What has happened to him? And how far will
Liam go to get what he wants?
Questions at the end of each chapter.
Some slang and colloquialisms, otherwise accessible at E3
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Lost at Sea by Joel
Smith

Diffusion Books

E2/3

Fiction

9781908713094

Themes: refugees, rescue, family, empathy

£4.99 or free for prisons
www.diffusionbooks.org.uk

Alec, a naval officer, is charged with rescuing refugees. He
does his duty but is indifferent to their plight, till he is lost
at sea with no rescuers in sight ….
Questions at the end of each chapter

Space Ark by Rob
Childs

Diffusion Books

E2/3

Science fiction

9781908713117

Themes: zoos, alien abduction, collaboration, survival

£4.99 or free for prisons
www.diffusionbooks.org.uk

A space zoo abducts Ben, a butterfly collector, his wife and
son. They overcome their fear of aliens and work with other
captives to escape. A hard lesson for Ben on the immorality
of collecting and killing butterflies!
Questions at the end of each chapter

Uprising by Alex
Wheatle

Diffusion Books

E23

Autobiography
Themes: childhood in care, troubled youth, prison, race,
transformation

9781908713100
£4.99 or free for prisons
www.diffusionbooks.org.uk

Alex was abandoned as a child; expelled from school, he
was sent to live in a hostel in Brixton. He found music and
friends but also got mixed up with a drug gang. Then
something happened which changed his life.
Questions at the end of each chapter

From Sound to
Silence by Rasheda
Abedi

Our Lives series

E3

Non-fiction
Themes: biography, sensory impairment, deportation

9780956593825
£3.00
www.ourlivespress.co.uk

Rashida, a profoundly deaf woman, grew up in Pakistan.
She came to Britain in 1981 in search of a cure, sadly
without success. When she was threatened with
deportation, a campaign secured her leave to remain.
Activities on ESOL Nexus website
https://esol.britishcouncil.org/ include matching,
comprehension, sequencing, audio
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Life of Pi by Yann
Martel

Scholastic ELT Readers

E3

Fiction

9781910173206

Themes: overcoming fear, using ingenuity, bravery and
endurance

www.scholastic.co.uk
Shipwrecked Pi Patel finds himself on a lifeboat with zoo
animals including a Bengal tiger. Soon the tiger dispatches
all but Pi. What does he have to do to survive?

£5.25

Film available

Formula One by Alex
Raynham

Oxford Bookworms

E3

9780194236478

Non-fiction: sport
The names of Formula One champions are known all over
the world. And everywhere young drivers dream of
becoming one. But it is a difficult life.

£7.75
https://elt.oup.com

Illustrations, photos, and diagrams support comprehension
Activities build language skills and check understanding
Glossary, audio CD and free editable tests available

Space by Tim Vicary

Oxford Bookworms

E3

9780194236737

Non-fiction: science
Is there anyone who has not looked at the dark sky, and the
shining points of light above us, and asked themselves
questions about what is out there?

£7.75
https://elt.oup.com

Illustrations, photos, and diagrams support comprehension
Activities build language skills and check understanding
Glossary, audio CD and free editable tests available

Stories of Survival by
Fiona Beddall

Pearson English Graded
Readers

E3

Non-fiction
Eight true stories of survival

9781408232101
Illustrations
£6.99
Pre/post and during reading activities in the book
https://readers.english.com
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The Other Side of You
by Amanda Craig

Quick Reads

E3/L1

Fiction

9780349141725

Themes: gangs, overcoming peer pressure

£1

A touching story about a teenager, Will, who tries to escape
from the gang in his neighbourhood.
Downloadable resources for independent readers or for
using in book groups – see under Quick Reads at
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources
Mainly description with some gangland jargon

Feel the Fear and Do
It Anyway by Susan
Jeffers

I am Malala by
Malala Yousafzai

Quick Reads

E3/L1

Non-fiction

9781473550629

Self-help guide on how to increase your confidence

£1

Short sections, checklists, useful repetition

Quick Reads
9781474600484

E3/L1

Non-fiction narrative
Malala was shot by the Taliban for speaking out for
education rights for girls.

£1
Downloadable resources for independent readers or for
using in book groups - see under Quick Reads at
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources
A timeline to show main events could be a useful activity
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Quick Reads

E3/
L1/ L2

Fiction: short thrillers

9781409169123

Themes: the perfect murder, poetic justice, domestic
violence and revenge

£1
Downloadable resources for independent readers or for
using in book groups – see under Quick Reads at
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources
The language and idioms in some of the stories will
challenge some at E3, but should be accessible with support

Dead Man Talking by
Roddy Doyle

Quick Reads

E3

Fiction

9780224102216

Themes: friendship, death, afterlife

£1

Pat and Joe had been best friends from childhood. But
years ago they had a big fight, and hadn’t spoken till the
day before Joe’s funeral. Funny and just a tiny bit spooky!
Although heavy on dialogue, most of the language is
straightforward and recycled through frequent time shifts.

Paris for One by Jojo
Moyes

Quick Reads

E3

Fiction

9781405918930

Themes: romance, relationships, empowerment

£1

Young Nell finds herself on her own and abandoned by her
boyfriend on her first trip to Paris. Fearful at first she
gradually embraces the adventure and blossoms over the
weekend.
References to sexual passion and drink might be
uncomfortable for some cultural groups.
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Red for Revenge by
Fanny Blake

Quick Reads

E3/L1

Fiction

9781409157465

Themes. Infidelity, relationships; empowerment

£1

Two women meet in a beauty salon and discover that one is
the wife, the other the mistress of the same man. They
decide to teach him a lesson. The downtrodden wife
discovers her inner strengths and talents.
The language is straightforward and recycled sufficiently.
Could be used to explore assertive language. Mild
references to sex. Very much a women’s book.

Screaming Lines by
Tim Neale and Anne
Ruffell

Brinsford Books Urban
Fiction

L1

Fiction
Themes: immigration, racism, fear, crime

9781846180880
Jan left Poland to earn money in England. He thought that
he might face some prejudice but he never dreamed that
there would be people who meant him serious harm.

£5.95
www.axiseducation.co.uk

Illustrations
Use of slang and idioms
Several other fiction and non-fiction titles available

A Very Distant Shore
by Jenny Colgan

Quick Reads

L1

9780751566192

Fiction
A fleeing Syrian refugee who is a doctor finds sanctuary on
a Scottish island.

£1
Downloadable resources for independent readers or for
using in book groups – see under Quick Reads at
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources
The dialogue carries the story in parts which may be
difficult for some learners.

One False Move by
Dreda Say Mitchell

Quick Reads

L1

Fiction: thriller

9781473640634

Theme: staying out of prison

£1

An intense, menacing and gritty story about ex-offender
Hayley’s race against time to save her baby.
Downloadable resources for independent readers or for
using in book groups – see under Quick Reads at
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources
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The Dark Fire of
Doom by Peter
Lancett

Ransom Publishing

E1/E2

Fiction: fantasy thriller, struggle between good and evil

9781841674179

The Dark Man must search under the city for the magic fie
which is an evil gateway used by demons. Somehow, the
Dark Man must close this gateway.

£4.99
www.ransom.co.uk

One of 30 titles, including six plays, offering illustrated
stories of 200 – 400 words over 32 pages, aimed at young
adult readers
Workbooks available

Dead Man’s Money
by John Escott

Oxford Bookworms Starter
Level

E1/2

Fiction: crime, menace, conscience
When Cal Dexter rents a lakeside cabin, he finds $3000
under the floor! He doesn't know it, but it is the money
from a long ago bank robbery. A dead man's money. 'Do I
take it to the police?' he thinks. But three more people
want the money, and two of them are dangerous.

9780194793650
£6.50
https://elt.oup.com

Includes pre/post/ during reading activities to build
language skills and check understanding
Glossary and free editable tests

A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court
by Mark Twain

Oxford Bookworms Starter
Level

E1/2

Fiction: fantasy, time travel, ingenuity, legend, magic
Hank Morgan is a happy young man in Connecticut, USA, in
1879 until one day someone runs into his office and shouts,
'Come quickly, Boss! Two men are fighting.' After this,
something very strange happens to him, and his life
changes forever. Various films have been based on the
story from 1949 onwards.

9780194234115
£6.50
https://elt.oup.com

Includes pre/post/ during reading activities to build
language skills and check understanding
Glossary, audio and free editable tests available

Fear in the Dark by
Peter Lancett

Ransom Publishing
9781841674124
£4.99
www.ransom.co.uk

E2

Fiction: fantasy thriller, struggle between good and evil
The Dark Man enlists the help of a girl to find the mystical
Rod of Iron, which can control the future. But the Shadow
Masters also seek the Rod of Iron ...
One of 30 titles, including six plays, offering illustrated
stories of 200 – 400 words over 32 pages, aimed at young
adult readers
Workbooks available
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Stormbreaker by
Anthony Horowitz

Walker Books

E2/3

Fiction: spy thriller
First in the popular Alex Rider series by Anthony Horowitz.
14-year-old Alex is forcibly recruited into MI6. Armed with
secret gadgets, he is sent to investigate Herod Sayle, a man
who is offering state-of-the-art Stormbreaker computers to
every school in the country. But the teenage spy soon finds
himself in mortal danger.

9781406360196
£3.99
www.walker.co.uk

Aimed at teens / young adults but should appeal to anyone
who enjoys graphic novel spy thrillers

The Beatles by Jason
Quinn

Campfire

E2/3

Non-fiction - history of music, biography
Story of the early days of rock 'n' roll, and the lives of the
Liverpool lads during the 1950s who became The Beatles;
their time in Hamburg as they come of age and, through
grit, determination and masses of talent, helped make the
sixties swing.

9789381182222
www.campfire.co.in

One of several biographies available – Martin Luther King,
Mandela, Gandhi, Mohammed Ali, Steve Jobs

Our Cancer Year by
Harvey Pekar & Joyce
Brabner

Da Capo Press Inc;

E3/L1

Non-fiction

9781568580111

Themes: illness, family, struggle

www.dacapopress.com

Harvey Pekar had been writing an autobiographical comic
book called American Splendor since 1976. His wife Joyce is
also a writer and this is the story of their battle with cancer.
Quite dialogue heavy and uses American English but could
be useful for talking about painful issues
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